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					                        TRIMLITE

					                        Operating since 1983 with humble beginnings in Vancouver BC as a manufacturer of decorative glass inserts for steel door fabricators, Trimlite has evolved into a manufacturer and distributor of exterior & interior doors, decorative door glass and millwork products for the building materials industry.
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					                        VERRE SELECT

					                        Established in 1980, Verre Select stands out as a leader in the decorative glass industry. Through an efficient network of distributors, we have assisted customers in their renovation and construction projects for the past 30 years. Known for our quality products, we create the current trends by constantly expanding our product range.
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					                        NOVATECH

					                        Since the beginning, Novatech positioned itself as a component specialist in the door and doorglass markets to sell exclusively to prehangers of finished products. In 2012, the Novatech group regrouped half a dozen subsidiaries with more than 500 employees.
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					                        VINYL-PRO

					                        Are you looking to replace vinyl windows in Toronto, Mississauga, Ottawa, Edmonton, Winnipeg or Calgary? Are you also wishing to add value to your home? You are in the right place. We specialize in the manufacturing of high quality vinyl windows which will not only add value to your home, but will save you on energy costs as well.
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					                        THERMOLUXE

					                        Our exterior door collections are presented by fiberglass and steel models in contemporary and traditional styles. We offer infinite entrance design possibilities and our doors integrate very well into various architectural concepts.
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					                        YORK ALUMINIUM

					                        Our storm doors, porch enclosures and storm windows are designed to conserve heat in the winter, ventilate during the summer, beautify and protect Canadian homes year round. All products manufactured by York Aluminum Storms are maintenance free. Wide selections of standard baked-on-enamel finishes are available to compliment your homes colour scheme.
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					                        OCEANVIEW

					                        Oceanview Patio Doors is a manufacturer of vinyl sliding patio doors. See our modern and stylish New Euro series of handles. They’re a perfect complement to any home’s decor.
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					                        YORK ALUMINIUM THERMAL WINDOWS
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                    2212 Gladwin Crescent, Unit A3

                    Ottawa, Ontario K1B 5N1 Canada (MAP)
                

                
                    QUEBEC RBQ # 5810-9810-01
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                contact@capitalwindowsottawa.com
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